The fuzzy boundaries of apperceptive agnosia.
Following a trauma that mainly involved the right hemisphere, a 21-year-old girl showed a profound impairment in visual object recognition, without language and intellectual deficit. Her elementary sensory functions were preserved and she performed in the normal range on visual matching tasks, on taks requiring to detect small differences between similar complex shapes and in copying drawings, without any evidence of a line by line approach. Her deficit emerged with tests that, though not implying identification of meaning, demanded to disentangle a form from a confused background and to achieve a highly structured description of the stimulus. In addition to this high-level perceptual processing disorder, there was a deficit in recovering from the visual store the shape of an object, also when the performance did not involve perceptual discrimination, e.g., in drawing from memory or telling the physical difference between two named stimuli. Knowledge of the semantic and contextual attributes of objects was intact. The case is taken as evidence that the borders of apperceptive agnosia may be ampler than usually thought and its distinction from associative agnosia less rigid, with some patients laying in-between the two syndromes.